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Chairman’s Report
The i-Care Foundation is grateful to
our donors, partners and
well-wishers for their continued
commitment towards alleviating
human suffering and for making a
positive contribution to society. i-Care
is proud to be working with a
number of partners that are
undertaking remarkable initiatives
We highlight the work of three partner charities in this
issue of our newsletter.
The Hunar Foundation, our partner organization,
deserves recognition for providing quality vocational
training in marketable skills to underprivileged students.
By equipping these students with professional training,
the foundation is providing people with an opportunity
to earn a sustainable livelihood. Having a marketable
skill empowers people and provides them with the
self-confidence that is required for success in the world.
The Centre for Development of Social Services (CDSS)
caters to the needs of the population of Korangi, a
low-income neighbourhood of Karachi. Like Rashid
Memorial Welfare Organization (RMWO) at
Rashidabad, near Tando Allahyar that i-Care also
supports, CDSS provides various services to nearby
residents including formal and informal education,
teacher training, technical and vocational training and
medical services.
Another initiative we highlight here is The Cancer
Foundation’s Cancer Hospital Project. Unlike other
organizations providing cancer treatment to patients,
this organization’s model allows for the treatment of all
cancer patients irrespective of their stage of disease or
economic status. Not burdening the patients with the
financial cost associated with the hospital expansion,
this Foundation is able to reduce the cost of services to
their patients by at least 40 percent, compared to the
amounts paid by patients at similar hospitals.
Finally, I wish to acknowledge the management of our
partner organizations and the efforts of the management
of i-Care in implementing these noble initiatives that
enrich the lives of others.
Farrokh K. Captain
Chairman

Pakistan’s First Donor Advised Fund
i-Care is a not-for-profit and tax-exempt trust, which
was established in 2008 as Pakistan’s first
donor-advised fund (DAF). A DAF is a hassle free,
low cost, flexible vehicle for charitable giving as an
alternative to direct giving or private foundations.
i-Care donors benefit from administrative
convenience as i-Care undertakes the management
and administrative aspects of monitoring, fund
disbursement and getting fund utilization reports.

Featured Initiatives/Partners
The Hunar Foundation (THF): A Vision for
Skilled Pakistan:
The key objective of THF is to provide young adults
with international standard vocational training that
meets the expectations of the market, leading to
employment or small business creation…
Read more on Page 2

CDSS:An Urban Hub for Development and
Social Services :
The Centre for Development of Social Services (CDSS)
is a manifestation of the vision of Agha Hasan Abedi
who envisioned a township providing various social
services for low income families...
Read more on Page 2

The Cancer Foundation: A unique model of
quality healthcare :
The core principle of The Cancer Foundation is to
develop a welfare healthcare system, having no
commercial intent or consideration, and to involve
communities and the government in shouldering …
Read more on Page 3

i-Care Showcases its Model of Philanthropy
at the 4th CSR Summit :
This gathering of CSR practitioners and activists is
amongst the largest of its kind in Pakistan. More
than 300 individuals, including over 100 CEOs from
various corporations, national, and international…
Read more on Page 3

The Hunar Foundation: A Vision for Skilled Pakistan

Students learning various marketable skills

The Hunar Foundation (THF) was set up in 2010 with a vision of a Skilled Pakistan. The key objective of THF is to provide young
adults with international standard vocational training that meets the expectations of the market, leading to employment or small
business creation – and eventually economic freedom and empowerment. The foundation is providing training in Fabrication &
Welding Technology, Electrical Installation, Plumbing, Refrigeration & Air Conditioning, General Fitter & Plant Maintenance, Motorcycle
Mechanic, UPS & Generator Repair, & CNC Machine Operator at THF centres for men. MoreoverTHF is currently offering Hair
Dressing & Beauty Therapy courses in its women’s institute. The foundation is providing these trainings at four centres (two in Karachi,
one in Lahore and one in Tando Allahyar, Sindh).
All the training programmes offered by THF are accredited by City & Guilds, UK which is a leading provider of vocational qualifications
that are recognized in over 80 countries.
Donors can sponsor a one year’s training for a student for US$ 1,000. It is estimated that each graduate will economically support a
family of 6 persons. For further details visit: www.hunarfoundation.org

CDSS: An Urban Hub for Development and Social Services

Building of The Korangi Academy

A view of Education & Training Centre (IETC)

The Centre for Development of Social Services (CDSS) is a manifestation of the vision of Agha Hasan Abedi who envisioned a
township providing various social services for low income families. Located in Korangi, an under-developed area of Karachi, CDSS
is spread over 72 acres of land and to date, some Rs.400 million have been spent on the development of buildings and other
infrastructure. So far to date, CDSS has established and is running eight units. These units are Korangi Academy (KA), INFAQ
Education & Training Centre (IETC), INFAQ Community Healthcare Centre(ICHC), INFAQ-Behbud Craft Training & Adult Literacy
Centre (CTALC), SOS Technical Training Institute, INFAQ Graduate Institute for Teachers Education and Boys Hostel.
The Korangi Academy is a custom-built school and college up to the intermediate level. It has well-equipped science labs, computer
labs, has a number of audio visual aids and a well-stocked library.
IETC girls’ school and college provides quality education. It also conducts Graduate Classes and Teachers’ Training. It has
well-equipped computer and English language labs and as well as facilities for indoor and outdoor games.
ICHC is a medical facility with qualified and experienced doctors. It provides medicines, basic lab tests, TB treatment, immunization,
and eye treatment. Around 300 patients visit the ICHC daily and avail these services for a token fee of Rs. 10.
IGITE offers a bachelor programme in Education (B.Ed.). It aims to make positive contribution towards teachers’ development to
improve the standard of education, by providing qualified and trained teachers to the schools system in Pakistan.
SOS Technical Training Institute provides technical education and vocational training through experienced instructors and
state-of-the-art laboratories. It offers classes in automobile mechanics, general electrician, motorcycle mechanic, English and
Information Technology.
CTALC provides technical education and vocational training to girls. It offers classes in dressmaking, embroidery and adult literacy.
For further details visit: www.cdss.org.pk
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The Cancer Foundation: A Unique Model of Quality Healthcare

Model of the Cancer Hospital Building

Project site of the Cancer Hospital

The Cancer Foundation aims to build and operate a hospital for the holistic treatment of cancer. Multiple secondary and tertiary units
with teaching facilities are being built in Karachi. The Cancer Foundation goal is to develop a welfare healthcare system having no
commercial intent or considerations. It would involve community and the government to shoulder the financial burden of establishing
and operating the institution. This results in significant price reduction for the patients, making quality healthcare more affordable. The
hospital will be a centre of excellence with a focus on quality and not profit.
The Cancer Foundation hospital is not free, but it is a fair hospital. Their 'business model’ will ensure that the cost to patients is lower
by at least 40 percent when compared to similar organizations. Patients who cannot afford treatment at all will be subsidized by Zakat
and other donations. Patients, in addition to reduction in the cost of treatment will get significant price reductions in laboratory tests
(up to 70%) and at the pharmacy (up to 40%).
This will be a 80 bed facility with 18 beds Intensive Care (ICU) and Step Down units (SDU). The anticipated cost of building and
equipping this hospital and the first year's operating cost would be Rs.700 million.This facility will incorporate all modern radiological
facilities including multi-slice CT scanner, nuclear medicine and an automated high throughput laboratory. There will be three wellequipped operating rooms, three endoscopy suites, an eight room consulting clinic, an urgent care unit, 60 inpatient beds and a 12
bed chemotherapy bay.
A radiation oncology department with facilities for radiation planning and treatment will also be set up. Modern linear accelerators
will be installed for radiation treatment. A full service non-profit pharmacy to provide on-line and on-site service is also planned.

i-Care Showcases its Model of Philanthropy at the 4th CSR Summit

i-Care at the 4th CSR Summit

Visitors enquiring about i-Care’s Model of hilanthropy

On the invitation of The Professionals Network, i-Care presented its model of philanthropy to a large group of business and industry
leaders and CSR professionals at the International Responsible Business Summit on February 12, 2015 in Karachi.
With more than 300 individuals, including over 100 CEOs from various corporations, national and international NGOs, government,
academia, showbiz and media personnel attending this mega event, this was the largest gathering of CSR practitioners and activists
in Pakistan.
Presentations were given by various prominent members of the society including Commissioner Karachi Mr. Shoaib Siddiqui,
President and CEO of Brookes Pharma Senator Abdul Haseeb Khan, Additional IGP Sindh Police Ghulam Qadir Thebo, Consul
General of Switzerland, Mr. Emil Wyss, President and CEO Habib Metro Bank Mr. Sirajuddin Aziz, Vice Chairman, House of Habib
Mr.Sohail P. Ahmed,Chairman, Pakistan Institute of Corporate governance Mr. Muhammad Abdullah Yousuf,, Founder of Marie
Adelaide Leprosy Centre Dr. Ruth Pfao, the CEO of Indus Hospital, Dr. Abdul Bari Khan, and the CEO The i-Care Foundation Mr
Faisal Farooq Khan.
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AAHUNG
AAS Trust
Acumen Fund
Achievement Plus Trust (APT)
Aga Khan University Hospital (AKUH)
Al Mehrab Tibi Imdad (AMTI)
Al Murtaza Educational Services & Welfare Organization
Ali Hasan Mangi Trust
Al Umeed Rehabilitation Association (AURA)
Aman Foundation
Aman Health Care Services
Aman Tech
Arthritis Care Foundation
Bait-ul-Sukoon Cancer Hospital
Brigadier Sahib Dad Khan Welfare Trust
Centre for Development of Social Services (CDSS)
Child Aid Association (CAA)
Charity Support Trust (CST)
Child Life Foundation (CLF)
Children Cancer Foundation (CCF)
Children Health & Education Foundation (CHAEF)
Citizen Education Development Foundation (CEDF)
Dairy and Rural Development Foundation (DRDF)
Dar-ul-Sukun (DUS)
Dawood Global Foundation
Dream Foundation
Drug Free Pakistan Foundation (DFPF)
Family Education Services Foundation (FESF)
Fatimid Foundation
Generating Employment Alternatives for Self Reliance (GEAR)
Health and Nutrition Development Society (HANDS)
Health Oriented Preventive Education (HOPE)
Heart File
Human Empowerment and Welfare Trust (HEWT)
Indus Earth Trust
Institute of Business Administration (IBA)
Karachi Relief Trust
Karwan-e-Hayat (KeH)
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For Zakat: Write a check in favour of
“The i-Care Foundation” and deposit it at any branch of
Habib Metro Bank A/C # 20301-101654-90.

KASHF Foundation
Kohatians Foundation
Layton Rahmatulla Benevolent Trust (LRBT)
Mahvash & Jahangir Siddiqui Foundation
Marie Adelaide Leprosy Centre (MALC)
MIT Enterprise Forum of Pakistan (MITEFP)
Murshid Hospital
Oxford & Cambridge Society Karachi Educational Trust
Pakistan Association of the Deaf (PAD)
Pakistan Association for Mental Health (PAMH)
Pakistan Chemical and Energy Sector Skill
Development Company (PCESSDC)
Pakistan Human Development Fund (PHDF)
Pakistan Kidney Patients Association
Pakistan Youth Alliance (PYA)
PANAH Shelter homes
Patients’ Aid Foundation, Jinnah Hospital
Poor Patients’ Aid Society, Civil Hospital
Rashid Memorial Welfare Organization (RMWO)
READ Foundation
SAHEE
SEED Pakistan
Shaukat Khanum Memorial Trust (SKMT)
SHINE Humanity
Sindh Institute of Urology and Transplantation (SIUT)
SOS Children’s Village (SOS)
Subh-e-Nau
The Education Enrichment Foundation
Teach for Pakistan (TFP)
The Cancer Foundation
The Citizens Foundation (TCF)
The Hunar Foundation (THF)
The Kidney Centre
The Patients’ Behbud Society, AKUH (PBS-AKUH)
Vision Foundation
War against Rape (WAR)
Zareef Khan Foundation

Via check: Write a check in favour of
“The i-Care Fund America ” Indicate the charity to which you
want to make a donation in the field ‘for’ at the bottom of the
check. Deposit it in the nearest branch of Bank of America
(Account Number: 4636612240) or send us your cheque to
The i-Care Fund America Inc., 139 Charles Street, Suite # 348,
Boston, MA 02114, USA

For other donations: Write a check in favour of
“The i-Care Foundation” and deposit it at any branch of
Standard Chartered Bank A/C # 08-5596920-01
It is requested that donors should fill the “Donor Advisory
Form” by visiting the following link:
http://i-Care-pakistan.org/donation?general-donation=1
or send us their advice on info@i-Care-pakistan.org

It is mandatory for donors to fill the “Donor Advisory Form” by
visiting the following link:
http://www.i-Care-america.org/donation-2/?general-donation=1

Syed Hasan Ali
Aisha Kirmani, Asif Fancy, Nigar Fatima, Spenta Kandawala, Zahir Ali Syed
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